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REGENT LIGHTING WORKING WITH LED'S
Regent Lighting has always prided itself on being on the forefront of technology and incorporating the use of LED's in the 
product lines is no exception.  

During 2007 work started in earnest to harness the capabilities of this technology for current and new product. This work was 
accelerated as a result of a request to use LED's in the exterior aluminium strip lighting of the Breakwater section at the V & A 
Waterfront, specifically the Bridge, apexes and two entrances.

With a lamp life of anything between 25000 hours and 50 
000 hours, and a low energy consumption, the idea of 
using LED's in everything is very alluring, however there 
are several challenges that prevent it from becoming the 
panacea of all our energy crisis woes. 

Limited light output and costs are the first disadvantages 
to deal with. LED's are still very expensive and availability 
from manufacturers is not predictable because the 
technology is evolving so quickly that manufacturers and 
suppliers are hesitant to keep large quantities of stock.  
The biggest challenge to deal with, and one that is often 
overlooked, is heat management, which, if not managed 
correctly will affect the lamp life and colour. Regent has 
developed a heat sink to fit into housings to absorb the 
heat and protect the lamps from colour and life 
deterioration.  

LED's have been around for a while but they are expensive and 
the light output has to date been limited. However, this 
technology is developing at an ever increasing rate and in time 
we will have LED's in street lighting and floodlighting. The 
energy crisis in South Africa has spurred the increase in 
enquiries and a range of product is being adapted and designed 
by Regent for LED's: up/down lights such as Tubo's and 
Shuttles, in ground fittings, pathway lights and even floodlights. 

Notwithstanding the current downsides, the technology developing at such a rate that these will be addressed in time. 
Increasing demand will bring down prices and the technology will stabilise. For Regent Lighting it is exciting to have something 
new to work with. Regent will continue to work closely with the top LED suppliers available and develop product that meets the 
exacting standards and innovation that it is known for.
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